PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

Minimal palpability
Combination of low profile design
and counter-sunk fixation

Easy fixation
with standard microscrews
(> 4 mm, ø 1.5 mm)

Osteoconductive
Made from an osteoconductive
calcium phosphate material
which resorbs and is replaced
with bone during the healing
process

Arm configurations
Depending on clinical need

Flexible fixation arms
allows for fixation at complex
areas and curvatures

Color coding
Sizes matched to commercially
available perforators.

EXCEPTIONAL MATERIAL
MEETS INNOVATIVE DESIGN

OSSDSIGN® CRANIOPLUG
INTRODUCING OSSDSIGN CRANIOPLUG

Years of successful clinical experience with OssDsign’s
custom-made cranial and facial implants, has led to the
development of OSSDSIGN Cranioplug. A burr hole cover made
from an osteoconductive calcium phosphate material that
resorbs and is replaced with bone during the healing process.
OSSDSIGN Cranioplug is sized to match standard burr hole
perforators and is available in four versions, for burr hole
closures (11 and 14 mm, two fixation arms) and bone flap
fixation (11 and 14 mm, six fixation arms).

14 mm

11 mm

Article number
103001

Article number
103002

Blue 14 mm
Two fixation arms

Blue 14 mm
Six fixation arms

Article number
103003

Article number
103004

Green 11 mm
Two fixation arms

Green 11 mm
Six fixation arms

Always read the Instructions for Use which accompany the product for indications, contraindications, warnings and precautions.
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PRODUCT
DESCRIPTION

Fixation eyelet for
standard microscrews

Convex surface for
reduced palpability

0.5 mm

0.5 mm

0.4 mm

2.6 mm
Minimum 3.25 mm bone
thickness for perforators
Designed to fit the
burr hole shape

Sectional view of OSSDSIGN Cranioplug (14 mm) at a location with a complex curvature. The fixation arms are independently flexible which allows
the device to follow the natural curvature of the skull.

EASY FIXATION FOR CHALLENGING ANATOMIES

OSSDSIGN Cranioplug is a unique combination of a titanium
structure and an osteoconductive calcium phosphate material
with documented ability to integrate with surrounding bone. It
is designed for reduced palpability with a combination of lowprofile design and counter-sunk fixation eyelets. The convex
surface of the ceramic tile matches the anatomical topography
of the skull, contributing to reduced palpability and a favorable
cosmetic outcome.
The titanium structure of OSSDSIGN Cranioplug is designed to
provide mechanical stability. Deformation zones are located
around the calcium-phosphate plug, allowing flexibility of the
fixation arms without compromising the overall structure and
stability of the device. The titanium structure is partially
embedded with a ceramic margin of at least 0.5 mm, ensuring
minimal titanium exposure to surrounding soft tissue.

Deformation zones

2.35 mm

Top view of OSSDSIGN Cranioplug (14 mm) highlighting the deformation
zones and measurements of the fixation eyelets.

INTENDED USE

MR CONDITIONAL

OSSDSIGN Cranioplug is an implant intended to cover and plug
holes drilled into the skull during surgery and to reattach cranial
bone removed during surgery. These osseous defects are
surgically created and are not intrinsic to the stability of the
bony structure. The ceramic component of Cranioplug resorbs
and is replaced with bone during the healing process.
Cranioplug is indicated for use in adults and adolescents age
12 and older.

Non-clinical testing demonstrated that OSSDSIGN® Cranioplug
is MR Conditional. A patient with this device can be scanned
safely in an MR system immediately after placement under the
conditions described in the Instructions for Use.

STORAGE

Store between 4 - 35°C (40 - 95°F)
REF. 2018-2138 Rev04

2.95 mm

STERILITY

OSSDSIGN Cranioplug is delivered sterile.
The device is sterilized using steam sterilization (20 minutes,
121°C / 250°F). The manufacturer cannot guarantee sterility if
the inner package seal is broken or if the package is improperly
opened or if the product is mishandled. Re-sterilization of the
device is not approved.
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